TRUMPNAMI: GOOD
LUCK STAYING AHEAD
OF THAT
‘That‘ — I can’t even come up with a familyfriendly term for the tsunami of crap Trump set
in motion this week.
The New York Times’ three-reporter interview
with Trump had already generated heavy surf
Wednesday and Thursday. The amount of insanity
packed in one summary article and published
excerpts, combined with problematic journalistic
methodology, agitated a massive undertow.
Last evening, the Washington Post reported that
Trump has asked his attorneys about the limits
of presidential pardons while they look for ways
to undermine the legitimacy of Robert Mueller’s
Russia investigation.
We also learned Mark Corallo left Team Trump.
Ditto attorney Marc Kasowitz, though depending
on who you read, he’s either ‘left’ or taken a
‘lesser role’.
That’s just last night.
Sandwiched between NYT’s one-two punch and last
night’s WaPo piece are pieces sure to increase
pressure.
Like Bloomberg’s report that Mueller is looking
into Trump’s business transactions.
(Side note: I have a problem with Bloomberg’s
piece in particular as it claims the stock
market responded negatively to the reporting
about Trump. Really? There’s nothing else going
on, like news about Apple, Netflix, Musk’s
Boring, skittishness ahead of GE’s earnings,
Carrier’s layoffs, so on, which might concern
the market? Oh, Exxon‘s little hand slap…right.
Nah.)
I don’t know how we stay ahead of this wave. But
after learning

— Trump wouldn’t have nominated Sen. Jeff
Sessions to attorney general if he’d known
in advance Sessions would recuse himself;
— Trump thinks Mueller investigating his
family’s finances is too far;
— Less than 179 days in office, Trump was
already considering the use of presidential
pardons for family;
it’s time to ask Congress to revisit the
independence of special counsel under the Ethics
in Government Act of 1978 to assure Mueller’s
investigation is completely out of reach of the
White House and its compromised attorney
general. As the law addressing the special
counsel currently exists, the role remains under
the purview of the attorney general. This is
increasingly problematic, given Trump’s
statements about Sessions’ recusal, which may be
construed as a form of intimidation.
Yeah, yeah, Scalia thought the independent
counsel was an overreaching breach between the
legislative and executive branches. But Scalia
likely never foresaw this level of insanity,
stupidity, and criminality in the White House,
combined with an utterly flaccid majority party,
either complicit or unwilling to perform
oversight within its powers and purpose. In his
dissent of Morrison v. Olson, Scalia wrote,
It is the proud boast of our democracy
that we have “a government of laws and
not of men.” …

What happens when the executive office ignores
or violates laws, and Congress turns a blind
eye? What backstop is there to assure the
‘government of laws’ continues to execute the
law in spite of the failure of men charged with
creating and upholding the laws?
Commenting on a tweet by former Eric Holder,
former Justice Department spokesperson Matthew
Miller tweeted last night,

“Yep. These leaks are partially intended
to test the boundaries of what he can
get away with. Like w/ Comey firing,
silence is acquiescence.” [bold mine]

It’s not on Congress alone, though, to hold fast
the boundaries on executive power. It’s on
citizens to demand Congress demonstrate limits
as representatives of the people.
By the way, to reach Congress call the U.S.
Capitol switchboard at: 202-224-3121
As mentioned in the blurb, this is an open
thread.

